MEC-E8006 Fatigue of Structures
Remote Exam 10.12.2019
Exam includes four problems. Each problem is of equal value. Answers may be written in English or
Finnish. You can use a calculator. Books and all supporting material is allowed.
Answer to exam questions using method most suitable to you and exam submission (e.g. handwriting,
Word, Mathcad, CAD, etc.). Remember that reasoning, calculation steps, results, and discussions should
be clearly visible like traditional exam.
After the exam, you have 15 minutes time to create single pdf document and deliver it deliver it using
MyCourses submission folder.

Problem 1
Give a short and clear explanation for the following term and concepts
a) Fatigue assessment using linear elastic fracture mechanics
b) Cyclic hardening and cyclic softening
c) Effective notch stress method
d) Proportional and non-proportional loading
e) Residual stress
f)

Endurance limit

Problem 2
An un-notched component (fabricated from RQC-100 steel) is subjected to the load history shown below.
a) Perform a rainflow count of the load history.
b) Estimate the number of cycles and repetitions to failure. Use Goodman mean stress correction.

Figure 1: Load history for one repetition.
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Problem 3
The notched component depicted in the picture below is axially loaded with constant amplitude loading
with zero mean stress. The component is fabricated from SAE 1045 steel. The diameters of shaft are
D=200mm and d=100mm. The radius r is 2.5 mm. Ultimate strength of the material is given in the table.
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a) Determine stress concentration and fatigue notch factor for the component by using Neuber’s
and Peterson’s rule. Compare and briefly comment the results. Table for stress concentrations are
provided.
b) Give an estimation of the fatigue limit and compute the allowable stress amplitude that can be
applied for 4*105 load cycles (notched component, use Kf of Peterson, m’=0.9, Kf’=Kf).
c) If RQC-100 steel is used instead of SAE 1045 steel, does one can assume without any calculations
that this increases the fatigue life? What is the physical reasoning for this?

Problem 4
A notched component has kt=3. The component is loaded until nominal stress S=200 MPa, and unloaded
to a nominal stress of S=0. Strain-life properties of the material are:

E=100 GPa; σf’=1000 MPa; εf’=1.0; b=-0.08; c=-0.60
a) Determine the local stress and local strain at the notch at S=200MPa (Neuber’s rule)
b) Determine the residual local stress and local strain at the notch at S=0 MPa (Neuber’s rule)
c) Estimate the fatigue life of the component; use the modified Morrow equation to consider the
mean stress correction
d) Bonus question: What results would you expect by using ESED Glinka’s rule?
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